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ABSTRACT

This study aimed to improve student learning outcomes by using the Discovery Learning model on Safety Themes at Home and Travel Subtema 4 Keeping Safety on the Journey. This research was conducted in class II SDN Cibogo Bandung and the background of less motivated students when learning, the minimal learning resources and students who still could not link and apply the lesson with daily life and teachers still often used lecture methods that tend to be monotonous and have not used the Discovery Learning model. This research used Classroom Action Research methods (PTK) using a cycle system consisting of planning, implementation, observation, analysis and reflection. This research was conducted in 6 cycle with 6 meetings in each cycle and apply Discovery Learning model which consisted of 6 phases, those were stimulus / giving stimulus, statement / problem identification, data collection, data processing, verification, drawing conclusion / generalization. Assessment used in this research was test technique to know student learning result, activity assessment, and observation sheet to know the activity of teacher and student during learning process. The conclusions from the study indicated an increase in the average value of the assessment of liveliness and learning test results. On the activeness of the value of cycle I was 3.28 whereas in cycle II got a value of 3.85. In the average learning cycle result I average score reached 72.2 while the average score of learning achievement cycle II reached 80.8. This indicated that the use of Discovery Learning model could improve student learning outcomes in Safety Themes at Home and Travel Subtema 4 Maintain Safety on the Journey in class II SDN Cibogo Bandung. Thus, the use of the Discovery Learning model can be used as one of the learning models applied to Safety Themes at Home and Travel Subtema 4 Maintain Safety on the Journey.
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